###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   First Swiss study involving multimorbid patients in primary care, aged 18 years old and over, and enrolled across five large regions of the country.

-   High-quality database on a random sample of 888 patients seen in 100 general practitioners' (GPs) practices, with information collected from both patients and GPs.

-   Use of a list of 75 chronic conditions from the International Classification of Primary Care-2 classification to represent the variety and complexity of the chronic conditions seen by GPs.

-   Evaluation of the prevalence of the 75 conditions across the entire patient sample and a subsample of younger patients (≤66 years old), although some subsample estimates were based on very few observations.

-   Identification of four clusters of chronic conditions, underlining the multiplicity of multimorbidity profiles. The sample size and the high number of conditions considered did not permit cluster analyses stratified by gender or age group.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Multimorbidity occurs when one person suffers from two or more chronic medical conditions without any single condition being considered the main one.[@R1] Caring for multimorbid patients is an important part of general practice. A large, population-based study conducted in the UK, which included children, estimated that 23.2% of the population visiting a general practitioner (GP) had at least two chronic conditions.[@R2] Estimates of the prevalence of multimorbidity in Switzerland's primary care populations have varied between 13.0% and 76.6%, depending on the chronic conditions considered, the data used and the population covered.[@R3] The prevalence and outcomes of multimorbidity are influenced by different factors, including age and socioeconomic status.[@R2]

The effects of multiple chronic conditions on an individual are complex. Specific combinations of conditions may have greater effects on functional status, quality of life and mortality than others.[@R9] Recent studies have highlighted that some chronic conditions tend to co-occur more frequently than others[@R11] due to either a high prevalence of these individual conditions within the population or common pathophysiological mechanisms.[@R12] Treatment management for multimorbid patients can be very complex due to numerous different medications, potential drug interactions and numerous healthcare partners. In addition, treatment guidelines are typically developed for one condition and do not apply to multimorbidity.[@R2] Enhanced understanding of the patterns of chronic-disease clustering would help to improve the management of multimorbid patients and to define better-adapted treatment guidelines.[@R12]

We conducted a study to characterise patients with multimorbidity in primary care in Switzerland and to evaluate the clustering of chronic conditions in this sample of patients. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first study to describe a random sample of multimorbid patients in primary care on a national scale. Also, clusters of chronic conditions have not previously been examined in detail in the Swiss primary care population. To underline the complexity of multimorbidity in primary care, we considered 75 chronic conditions and did not restrict our study to older patients. We included adult patients with a minimum of three chronic conditions in order to target a population whose management would be more challenging to GPs.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Study design and participants {#s2a}
-----------------------------

The detailed study protocol has been published elsewhere.[@R15] It was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Canton Vaud (Protocol 315/14). Briefly, we conducted a cross-sectional study involving a convenience sample of 100 GPs spread across five large regions of Switzerland. We aimed to enrol a random sample of 1000 adult patients (10 per GP) suffering from three or more chronic conditions from a list of 75 items/codes identified in the International Classification of Primary Care-2 (ICPC-2) classification.[@R16] Data collection began with the GPs completing a paper-questionnaire on demographic and private practice-related data (GP-related variables). GPs asked eligible patients to participate, and if they gave written informed consent, a research assistant conducted a post-consultation telephone interview (patient-related variables assessed through the patient survey). If an eligible patient refused to participate, then the GP documented his/her date of birth, sex and reason for refusing. The GP completed a paper questionnaire for each patient (patient-related variables assessed through the GP survey). All the variables have been described in the protocol.[@R15] All patient data were coded during the data collection process.

Data management {#s2b}
---------------

Two researchers independently checked the database and reconciled their versions. Using a random sample of 44 questionnaires (about 5% of the final database), the error rate in the final database of patient-related variables assessed through the GP survey was evaluated at 0.5%. Finally, the error rate and the difference between the research assistants during the telephone interviews (patient-related survey) were evaluated by performing simultaneous data entry during 44 interviews (about 5% of the sample). Their difference rate was measured at 2.7%. Further analysis revealed that most of the discrepancy between research assistants arose from differences in coding responses to the Treatment Burden Questionnaire, one specific part of the patient survey.[@R17] Finally, during a subsample of 50 telephone interviews, the reliability of data was assessed, with each research assistant asked to complete a paper version of the patient survey in parallel to their direct data entry. The difference rate was 0.45%.

Statistical analyses {#s2c}
--------------------

All analyses were conducted using Stata software, V.14 (StataCorp), and R software, V.3.2.5 (Foundation for Statistical Computing). Associations were considered significant for p values \<0.05.

Description of the samples of GPs and patients {#s2d}
----------------------------------------------

Descriptive statistics of the samples of GPs and patients included in the study were calculated. The prevalence estimates per 100 people were computed for each of the 75 chronic conditions. The 95% CIs for these prevalence estimates were computed assuming a binomial distribution. For analytical relevance, some mutually exclusive conditions were considered together: both types of ischaemic heart disease (IHD) (K74 and K76) in the IHD category, both types of diabetes (D) (T89 and T90) in the D category and the three items relating to elevated blood pressure (BP) or hypertension (K85, K86 and K87) in the BP category. Prevalence estimates were then computed for the subgroup of younger patients taking the complete sample's first quartile of age as the upper age limit. The frequency of triads of conditions was evaluated to assess whether some conditions would co-occur more frequently than might be expected, based on each condition's individual prevalence in the sample. For this analysis, we considered the probability of a patient suffering from at least the triad of conditions considered in combination (see online [supplementary table 1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed method).
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###### Supplementary Table 1

Cluster of chronic conditions {#s2e}
-----------------------------

A cluster analysis was conducted to identify clinically relevant clusters of chronic conditions, based on their proximity among respondents. Data on chronic conditions were considered as binary, with a value of 1 when the condition was present and 0 when it was absent. As there was no a priori number of clusters, a hierarchical clustering approach was used, in which all the individual chronic conditions were first considered as clusters themselves and were then merged gradually with their most closely related clusters. The distances between conditions were measured using Yule's Q distance ((1−Yule's Q correlation coefficient)/2), and the average linkage method was used to determine the distances between clusters. Results were assessed using a dendrogram. Chronic conditions with a prevalence \<5% were not considered in this analysis in order to avoid biases and false associations. For the same reasons, our patient sample size and the high number of conditions considered did not allow for a reliable cluster analysis stratified by gender, age group or socioeconomic status.

Results {#s3}
=======

Sample of GPs {#s3a}
-------------

A convenience sample of 100 GPs was assembled; their characteristics are detailed in [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The sample was fairly representative of the population of all GPs practising in Switzerland[@R18] in terms of sex (72% male vs 78%; p=0.26). It comprised similar proportions of GPs practising in urban (36%), suburban (44%) and rural (20%) areas (p=0.28). However, the average age of the present study's GPs was lower (52.9 vs 55.0 years old; p\<0.05), and they were more likely to work in a group practice (70% vs 52.3%; p\<0.01). This mirrors the tendency for younger GPs in Switzerland to work in group practices.[@R20] GPs had been practising medicine for an average of 26.9 years (SD 9.4).

###### 

Characteristics of the sample of GPs, n=100.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
   Age (years)                                                                                                   Range: 31--76
   Mean (SD)                                                                                                     52.9 (9.3)
   Male sex (n)                                                                                                  72
  Medical school (n)                                                                                             
   In Switzerland                                                                                                97
   In Germany                                                                                                    2
   In Mexico                                                                                                     1
  Board certification (n)                                                                                        
   Board certified in internal and family medicine                                                               96
   Not board certified, practicing physician                                                                     4
   GP with a second board certification (n)                                                                      13
   Other board certifications (n)                                                                                15\*
   Angiology\*                                                                                                   2
   Emergency hospital medicine\*                                                                                 3
   Endocrinology\*                                                                                               1
   Geriatrics\*                                                                                                  3
   Nephrology\*                                                                                                  1
   Occupational medicine\*                                                                                       1
   Palliative care\*                                                                                             1
   Sports medicine\*                                                                                             3
   GP with other medical subspecialisation (n)                                                                   11
   Manual medicine                                                                                               6
   Psychosomatic and psychosocial medicine                                                                       5
  Type of practice (n)                                                                                           
   Individual practice                                                                                           29
   Group practice                                                                                                70
   Practice within a retirement home                                                                             1
   Member of a healthcare network (n)                                                                            68
  Number of consultations/week (n)                                                                               
   \<30                                                                                                          2
   \>30--70                                                                                                      25
   \>70--110                                                                                                     47
   \>110--170                                                                                                    22
   \>170                                                                                                         4
   Other activities (besides private practice) (n)                                                               82†
   As referring physician in a company                                                                           13
   As referring physician in a specific environment (school, retirement home, prison, community health centre)   48
   Involved in training/teaching medical students or in research                                                 58
   Other                                                                                                         6
   Number of years since medical school diploma                                                                  Range: 8--50
   Mean (SD)                                                                                                     26.9 (9.4)
  Practice location‡                                                                                             
   Urban                                                                                                         36
   Suburban                                                                                                      44
   Rural                                                                                                         20
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------

\*Two GPs had two other board certifications.

†Some GPs had more than one other activity.

‡Data on location for each postal code were obtained from Swiss Federal Statistical Office.

GP, general practitioner.

Sample of patients {#s3b}
------------------

A study flowchart is represented in [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Of the 1057 patients approached, 6.2% (66 patients) refused to participate. Reasons for refusal were that patients felt too sick (43.9%), were not interested (31.8%), had no time (6.1%) or had other reasons (56.1%). Among those other reasons, some patients mentioned that participating was too frightening/stressful (13.5%), that they disliked telephone interviews (16.2%) or that they had a hearing impairment or deafness preventing a telephone interview (8.1%). Patients who refused to participate were not significantly different from those who did, in terms of either age (p=0.16) or sex (p=0.25).

![Patient inclusion flowchart. GP, general practitioner.](bmjopen-2016-013664f01){#F1}

Of the 991 patients who initially agreed to take part in the study, 23 (2.3%) refused participation at the time of the telephone interview. These patients were not significantly different from the final sample of patients in terms of age (p=0.46), sex (p=0.66), number of chronic conditions (p=0.11) or number of years of follow-up by the GP (p=0.28). Eighty patients were removed from the sample after the telephone interview as they did not meet the inclusion criteria.

The final sample consisted of the 888 patients whose characteristics are reported in [table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. On average, patients with multimorbidity were 73 years old, married (49.2% of the sample), lived in a household of two adults (51.0%), without children (95.5%) and were not receiving home care (89.4%). They suffered from five to six chronic conditions (mean 5.5, SD 2.2), were prescribed seven to eight medications (mean 7.7, SD 3.5) and had been followed by their GP for about 11 years (median 9 years, IQR 13). One-fourth of the patients interviewed reported that their GP was the only medical doctor involved in their treatment.

###### 

Sample of patients included in the study, n=888

  Demographic characteristics                       General patient management                                                                      
  ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------- ------------
  Age (years)                                       Number of chronic conditions diagnosed                                                          
   Range                                            28--98                                      Range                                               3--19
   Mean (SD)                                        72.95 (12.0)                                Mean (SD)                                           5.5 (2.2)
  Sex, n (%)                                        Number of medications prescribed                                                                
   Male                                             428 (48.2)                                  Range                                               0--21
  Marital status, n (%)                              Mean (SD)                                 7.7 (3.5)                                            
   Single                                           85 (9.6)                                   Number of substances prescribed                      
   Married                                          437 (49.2)                                  Range                                               0--22
   Separated/Divorced                               150 (16.9)                                  Mean (SD)                                           8.5 (3.8)
   Widowed                                          216 (24.3)                                 Number of visits to the GP in the last 12 months\*   
  Size of household---number of adults, n (%)        Range                                     1--80                                                
   1                                                375 (42.2)                                  Mean (SD)                                           12.9 (8.7)
   2                                                453 (51.0)                                 Number of visits to the GP in the last month         
   3                                                48 (5.4)                                    Range                                               1--21
   4                                                12 (1.4)                                    Mean (SD)                                           2.0 (1.8)
  Size of household---number of children,\* n (%)   Number of years of follow-up by the GP\*                                                        
   0                                                848 (95.5)                                  Range                                               0.5--40
   1                                                22 (2.5)                                    Mean (SD)                                           10.9 (8.3)
   2                                                14 (1.6)                                   Receiving home care, n (%)                           
   3                                                3 (0.3)                                     Yes                                                 94 (10.6)
   4                                                1 (0.1)                                                                                         
  First language, n (%)                             Number of times a week                                                                          
   French                                           282 (31.8)                                  Range                                               0.5--7.0
   German                                           526 (59.2)                                  Mean (SD)                                           2.5 (2.2)
   French and German                                8 (0.9)                                    Receiving cleaning help, n (%)                       
   Other                                            72 (8.1)                                    Yes, n (%)                                          236 (26.6)
  Level of schooling, n (%)                         Meal delivery services, n (%)                                                                   
   Primary school/no diploma                        130 (14.6)                                  Yes                                                 53 (6.0)
   Secondary school                                 65 (7.3)                                   Number of medical doctors involved, n (%)            
   Practical vocational training                    225 (25.3)                                  1                                                   237 (26.7)
   High school diploma/equivalent                   112 (12.6)                                  2                                                   272 (30.6)
   Professional school                              246 (27.7)                                  3                                                   202 (22.8)
   Superior non-university degree                   65 (7.3)                                    4 or more                                           177 (19.9)
   University degree                                44 (5.0)                                    Pillbox use, n (%)                                  
  Schooled in Switzerland, n (%)                     Yes                                       405 (45.6)                                           
   Yes                                              753 (84.8)                                                                                      

\*Some numbers do not add up to 888 because of missing data.

GP, general practitioner.

Prevalence of chronic conditions {#s3c}
--------------------------------

Of the 75 chronic conditions considered (see online [supplementary table 2](#SP2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), 74 were observed at least once (all but condition N74---Malignant neoplasm, nervous system). Twenty-four conditions had a prevalence ≥5% in the sample ([table 3A](#T3){ref-type="table"}). We also evaluated the prevalence of all the chronic conditions in the subgroup of patients ≤66 years old (n=234) ([table 3B](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Of the 24 conditions with a prevalence ≥5% in the overall sample, 22 also had a prevalence ≥5% in this subgroup of younger patients. Only atrial fibrillation and malignant neoplasm of the prostate were not as prevalent among younger individuals. Four conditions---migraine, chronic bronchitis, personality disorders and phobia or compulsive disorders---had a prevalence ≥5% in the subgroup of younger individuals but did not reach this level when all ages were considered.
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###### 

Twenty-four conditions with a prevalence ≥5% in the sample of patients (n=888) (A) and twenty-six conditions with a prevalence higher than 5% in the subgroup of patients ≤66 years (n=234) (B)

  Condition                                                        ICPC-2 code     No of observations   Prevalence (%) (95% CI)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- -------------------- -------------------------
  \(A\)                                                                                                 
   BP                                                              K85, K86, K87   657                  74.0 (71.0 to 76.8)
   Cardiovascular disease risk factors including lipid disorders   K22             359                  40.4 (37.2 to 43.7)
   Diabetes (D)                                                    T89, T90        277                  31.2 (28.2 to 34.4)
   Obesity                                                         T82             274                  30.9 (27.8 to 34.0)
   IHD                                                             K74, K76        258                  29.1 (26.1 to 32.2)
   Depressive disorders                                            P76             228                  25.7 (22.8 to 28.7)
   Osteoarthrosis of the knee                                      L90             223                  25.1 (22.3 to 28.1)
   Pain (general or multiple site)                                 A01             198                  22.3 (19.6 to 25.2)
   Atrial fibrillation                                             K78             195                  22.0 (19.3 to 24.8)
   Atherosclerosis/peripheral vascular disease                     K92             159                  17.9 (15.4 to 20.6)
   Osteoporosis                                                    L95             154                  17.3 (14.9 to 20.0)
   Osteoarthrosis of the hip                                       L89             152                  17.1 (14.7 to 19.8)
   Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease                           R95             119                  13.4 (11.2 to 15.8)
   Cerebrovascular disease                                         K91             106                  11.9 (9.9 to 14.3)
   Peripheral neuritis/neuropathy                                  N94             106                  11.9 (9.9 to 14.3)
   Hearing complaint, including deafness                           H02             103                  11.6 (9.6 to 13.9)
   Gout                                                            T92             97                   10.9 (8.9 to 13.2)
   Asthma                                                          R96             83                   9.3 (7.5 to 11.5)
   Irritable bowel syndrome                                        D93             78                   8.8 (7.0 to 10.8)
   Tobacco abuse                                                   P17             70                   7.9 (6.2 to 9.9)
   Rheumatoid arthritis/seropositive arthritis                     L88             63                   7.1 (5.5 to 9.0)
   Incontinence (urine)                                            U04             60                   6.8 (5.2 to 8.6)
   Malignant neoplasm, prostate                                    Y77             49                   5.5 (4.1 to 7.2)
   Chronic alcohol abuse                                           P15             47                   5.3 (3.9 to 7.0)
  \(B\)                                                                                                 
   BP                                                              K85, K86, K87   142                  60.7 (54.1 to 67.0)
   Obesity                                                         T82             99                   42.3 (35.9 to 48.9)
   Depressive disorder                                             P76             93                   39.7 (33.4 to 46.3)
   Cardiovascular disease risk factors including lipid disorders   K22             92                   39.3 (33.0 to 45.9)
   Diabetes (D)                                                    T89, T90        71                   30.3 (24.5 to 36.7)
   Pain (general or multiple site)                                 A01             68                   29.1 (23.3 to 35.3)
   Osteoarthrosis of knee                                          L90             46                   19.7 (14.8 to 25.3)
   Tobacco abuse                                                   P17             41                   17.5 (12.9 to 23.0)
   Asthma                                                          R96             33                   14.1 (9.9 to 19.2)
   IHD                                                             K74, K76        32                   13.7 (9.5 to 18.8)
   Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease                           R95             32                   13.7 (9.5 to 18.8)
   Chronic alcohol abuse                                           P15             28                   12.0 (8.1 to 16.8)
   Osteoporosis                                                    L95             27                   11.5 (7.7 to 16.3)
   Irritable bowel syndrome                                        D93             26                   11.1 (7.4 to 15.9)
   Atherosclerosis/peripheral vascular disease                     K92             24                   10.3 (6.7 to 14.9)
   Migraine                                                        N89             23                   9.8 (6.3 to 14.4)
   Cerebrovascular disease                                         K91             20                   8.5 (5.3 to 12.9)
   Rheumatoid arthritis/seropositive arthritis                     L88             19                   8.1 (5.0 to 12.4)
   Gout                                                            T92             19                   8.1 (5.0 to 12.4)
   Hearing complaint, including deafness                           H02             18                   7.7 (4.6 to 11.9)
   Peripheral neuritis/neuropathy                                  N94             18                   7.7 (4.6 to 11.9)
   Chronic bronchitis                                              R79             17                   7.3 (4.3 to 11.4)
   Personality disorder                                            P80             16                   6.8 (4.0 to 10.9)
   Osteoarthrosis of hip                                           L89             15                   6.4 (3.6 to 10.4)
   Incontinence urine                                              U04             14                   6.0 (3.3 to 9.8)
   Phobia/compulsive disorder                                      P79             12                   5.1 (2.7 to 8.8)

BP, elevated blood pressure or hypertension; ICPC-2, International Classification of Primary Care-2; IHD, ischaemic heart disease.

Cluster analysis {#s3d}
----------------

Results from the cluster analysis of the whole sample for the 24 chronic conditions with a prevalence ≥5% are reported in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Four main clusters of chronic conditions were defined in these analyses: (1) cardiovascular disease risk factors and cardiovascular conditions, (2) general age-related conditions and conditions relating to metabolic syndromes, (3) tobacco-related and alcohol-related dependencies and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and (4) general pain, musculoskeletal and psychological conditions.

![Cluster analysis, dendrogram for the conditions with a prevalence of 5% based on Yule's Q values. BP, blood pressure; PVD, peripheral vascular disease.](bmjopen-2016-013664f02){#F2}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We reported the first results of a nationwide cross-sectional study on multimorbidity in primary care in Switzerland. The overall participation rate was high, and the database obtained was of high quality. We enrolled 888 patients with 3--19 chronic conditions (mean 5.5), taking from 0 to 21 medications (mean 7.7). The mean follow-up by a GP was 11 years. A quarter of patients reported being treated only by their GP, with no involvement from other medical specialists. Overall, 89% of patients were not receiving home care. Of the 75 chronic conditions considered, 74 were observed at least once. This is a reflection of the real complexity of multimorbidity in primary care settings and hints at the challenge that managing such patients can be. A cluster analysis based on the conditions in the sample with a prevalence of at least 5% revealed four main clusters: cardiovascular disease risk factors and conditions, age-related and metabolic conditions, tobacco-related and alcohol-related conditions and pain, musculoskeletal and psychological conditions.

The definition of multimorbidity, as well as the number of chronic conditions considered, varies greatly between studies and prevents a direct comparison with our results.[@R21] Notably, the number of chronic conditions considered is generally from 5 to 40. The management of patients with multimorbidity is challenging because of the interactions between the different chronic conditions within one person. In this context, GPs must set treatment priorities. Recently, disease interactions between highly prevalent chronic conditions have been described, leading to some appropriately adapted clinical recommendations.[@R14] Although it is probably important for researchers and policy makers to concentrate on evaluating the problem of multimorbidity based on the most prevalent conditions, GPs, in contrast, have to deal with a wide variety of prevalent and less prevalent conditions. Their work is also often restricted by the absence of evidence for different associations between chronic conditions that are simply not described in the literature. In an attempt to reflect this high complexity, we used a list of 75 chronic conditions (based on the ICPC-2), as determined by experts in primary care in Switzerland.[@R16] By using this list, our sample of multimorbid patients was closer to that encountered by GPs in their daily practice than studies based on more limited lists.

As the prevalence of multimorbidity increases with age, most studies on this topic have included either older people (eg, 65 years old or older)[@R22] or defined multimorbidity as the presence of at least two chronic conditions.[@R21] The age of the multimorbid patients in our sample was not restricted, precisely because we wished to evaluate the age heterogeneity of this population and to assess the presence of multimorbidity in younger patients. We also chose to consider a minimum of three concurrent chronic conditions, as we were particularly interested in a population of patients that would prove more challenging to GPs. Despite the inclusion of younger patients (≥18 years old), our sample consisted mostly of older individuals (mean age about 73 years old). Consequently, the most prevalent chronic conditions in our study included cardiovascular diseases and metabolic syndromes known to have a high occurrence in older adults.[@R6] Prevalence estimates obtained for high blood pressure/hypertension, diabetes, IHD and osteoporosis were similar to those obtained by van den Bussche *et al* [@R26] in a study of patients aged at least 65 years old and suffering from at least three chronic conditions identified from a list of 46.

We observed a higher prevalence of depression in the present sample of multimorbid patients than those reported in some previous studies.[@R24] We believe this could be an effect of considering younger multimorbid patients. The prevalence analysis on the subgroup of 234 patients aged ≤66 years old showed a prevalence of depression of 39.7%, compared with 25.7% when considering the entire sample (p\<0.001; [table 3B](#T3){ref-type="table"}), which supports this hypothesis. This subgroup of patients was also characterised by a higher prevalence of personality disorders and phobias or compulsive disorders. This observation is supported by previous studies on younger multimorbid patients, which reported depression/anxiety[@R21] or mental disorders[@R21] to be among the most prevalent chronic conditions. The size of this subgroup of patients did not allow for a complete analysis stratified by age as had been possible in studies including younger multimorbid primary care patients.[@R21]

As we mentioned before, in primary care, multimorbidity can express itself in many ways, and defining the clustering of chronic conditions is a valuable aid to understanding the most common associations. Cluster analysis revealed four main clusters of chronic conditions: cardiovascular disease risk factors and conditions, age-related and metabolic conditions, tobacco-related and alcohol-related conditions and pain, musculoskeletal and psychological conditions. Similar clusters of chronic conditions have been reported in population-based studies. Although different methodologies prevent a direct comparison between them, it is remarkable that all studies on patterns of multimorbidity report a cluster of cardiovascular conditions, a cluster of metabolic conditions (whether or not this is associated with cardiovascular conditions) and a cluster of pain, depression and related conditions.[@R23] The clustering of some conditions may be due to common pathophysiological pathways, or to common risk factors, as previously shown.[@R12] For example, a correlation between atrial fibrillation and stroke is to be expected, as atrial fibrillation is a condition that increases the risk of stroke. A similar example would be the correlation between diabetes and cardiovascular disease, as diabetes is considered a risk factor. The conditions in the third cluster (smoking, alcohol abuse and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and fourth cluster (pain, musculoskeletal and psychological conditions) can be explained following a similar logic.[@R20] The association between the musculoskeletal and psychological conditions of patients attending primary care practices is well known and has been described often, although rarely in relation to multimorbidity.[@R33]

Such cluster analyses could be valuable to point out which conditions might be more likely to develop in patients whose current chronic conditions are known. However, to provide true added value to clinical practice, further analyses would be needed to evaluate how clustering varies with gender, age groups or socioeconomic status, for example.

Enrolling patients in GPs' private practices is one key to successfully describing multimorbidity as GPs usually lead and orchestrate the complex management of multimorbid patients. More than a quarter of the patients in our study reported that their treatment plan was managed solely by their GP, with an additional 30% reporting their GP plus one specialist. Furthermore, only 10.6% of the patients reported receiving organised home care. In the Swiss healthcare system, health insurance coverage is mandatory, yet GPs do not play the role of gatekeepers and patients have the possibility of consulting a specialist directly. It is remarkable that despite this freedom of choice, GPs still play a key role in handling most multimorbid patients.

The present study has some limitations. First, the sample of GPs was a convenience sample; however, it was representative of the GPs in Switzerland. Second, using a list of 75 chronic conditions might still not represent the necessary variety and complexity of the chronic conditions seen by GPs. However, we had to restrict the list of chronic conditions---mainly so that the list would be user-friendly for GPs. The list of conditions itself has shortcomings related to the use of the ICPC-2 classification: the condition of chronic kidney disease is absent, and there is no precise item for lower-back pain, for instance. The experts who established the list of 75 conditions did not consider certain conditions essential (eg, thyroid disorders) in a multimorbidity context.[@R16]

We aimed to characterise a large random sample of multimorbid patients and evaluate the clustering of chronic conditions within it. Given Switzerland's ageing population and the emerging epidemic of multimorbidity in industrialised countries, accurately depicting the multiple expressions of multimorbidity in family practices' patients should be a high priority. Indeed, it is particularly important because most treatment guidelines have been written for single chronic conditions. Although some newer guidelines have tried to include the clinical implications of multiple chronic conditions, they are usually limited to the most prevalent ones and fail to account for the diversity of chronic conditions that can be seen in primary care. Although our study does not include direct clinical implications, it provides a better understanding of the diversity of possible multimorbid profiles, which can be encountered in primary care and should inform further developments in clinical guidelines for patients with multiple chronic conditions.
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